
Step by step tutorial: of Apple iPhone 12 Pro Rear cameras

For this tutorial you will need the following spared parts and tools that you cant get at our online store Impextrom.com
Click on a tool for visit the website.

Rear camera 12 + 12 
+12 Mpx for Apple 

iPhone 12 Pro

86,27 €

Set of 5 metal picks 
for opening

3,09 €

Professional Tri-Wing 
Y 0,6 x 30mm 

screwdriver

2,89 €

Heat-opening thermal 
mat, CPB320

69,61 €

BK-7275 (A Version) 
5 in 1 screwdriver

6,41 €

Opening tool 
Smartphone, tablet

2,19 €

Suction cup for 
disassembling and 

repairing

0,51 €

Step 1 - Screws

To begin we must remove the two Pentalobe screws (TS1) from the bottom of the phone.
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http://www.nadiemellamagallina.com
https://www.impextrom.com
https://impextrom.com/en/camara-trasera-de-12-12-12-mpx-para-iphone-12-pro-p1000117067
https://impextrom.com/en/conjunto-de-5-puas-metalicas-para-apertura-de-dispositivos-p999986980
https://impextrom.com/en/destornillador-profesional-tri-wing-y-0-6-x-30mm-p1000016564
https://impextrom.com/en/tapete-termico-de-apertura-mediante-calor-cpb320-p999997440
https://impextrom.com/en/destornillador-precision-bk-7275-5-puntas-intercambiables-p1000001288
https://impextrom.com/en/herramienta-plastica-profesional-de-apertura-para-moviles-p999974010
https://impextrom.com/en/ventosa-de-succion-para-desmontar-y-reparar-p999985649


Step 2 - We apply heat

We apply heat to the screen for two minutes (approximately) at about 65ºC, and with the help of a metal spike and a suction cup we 
will take off and unhook the screen.
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Step 3 - We disconnect the battery

We remove the two Triwing screws (Y0.6) that hold the shield, remove it, and with the help of a flat tool we will disconnect the 
battery to work with greater safety.
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Step 4 - Connectors

We extract the four Triwing screws (Y0.6) that hold the shield, and proceed to disconnect the connectors that connect the screen 
with the motherboard.
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Step 5 - Armor

We extract the four Triwing screws (Y0.6) that hold the shield that covers the cameras, and remove it.
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Step 6 - Rear cameras

We disconnect the two connectors of the damaged cameras, and with the help of a flat tool we will remove them and install the new 
ones in their place.
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